Save time, mitigate risk, generate new revenue
Introducing Berkeley Publisher on your HighQ platform

Product Sheet

HighQ has revolutionized secure, cloud-based
collaboration environments in the legal, financial,
and corporate sectors.
Berkeley Bridge is changing the way firms, institutions, and attorneys leverage their expertise by
automating and sharing it with clients. Our software allows your experts to create applications that
provide clients with analysis—a digital version of their skills in advice and decision-making, available
for consultation 24/7.
HighQ and Berkeley Bridge joined forces to create an integration between the two. Creating and securely
sharing your data- and knowledge-based applications is now easier than ever.

Integrating Berkeley Publisher with HighQ - Key benefits:
SAVE
TIME

MITIGATE
RISK

GENERATE
NEW REVENUE

Generate documents from

Generate uniform contracts,

Offer self-service portals, innovative

within a secure HighQ site.

according to up to date and

online expert systems and dynamic

pre-approved clauses.

contract management services
from within your
HighQ platform.

Get rid of the spaghetti-like tangle of emails, spreadsheets, and online and printed documents that comes
along with complex legal services. Reduce inefficiencies resulting from switching between separate applications
and client systems. Integration simplifies your working environment. Everything you need in one platform. How?
The Berkeley Publisher blends in seamlessly with HighQ’s existing user-friendly platform;
we’re just another tab on the menu.
Collaborate with clients and share your models for document automation and other knowledge-intensive
applications. Customize the way internal and external clients interact with your application.
Empower your users and implement automation into the everyday workflow of HighQ.
Single-Sign On (SSO) ensures high-grade security for both Berkeley Bridge and HighQ with no extra effort.
All data entered into Berkeley’s decision tree models will appear in iSheets, directly available for
visualization, alerting, and analysis.
Any business working with documents and data in HighQ’s secure environment stands to benefit from integrating
the Berkeley Bridge Publisher software.
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Let’s look at an example from real estate law. 123 Asset Management, a global asset management firm,
approaches a law firm with two requests. First, they need to ensure their actions are in accordance with the law,
which may be extremely intricate and vary according to jurisdiction. Second, they want all contracts to follow
uniform pre-approved standards, which are kept up-to-date by legal experts from an external law firm.
Combining HighQ with Berkeley Publisher, the firm can help 123 Asset Management in the following ways.
Within the HighQ environment, they’ll have access to the Berkeley Bridge questionnaire that helps quickly
generate the required contract according to pre-approved standards.
They can keep track of every step that goes into setting up a contract. It’s all transparent.
All data the firm enters into this questionnaire will end up in iSheets, where they can reuse it for any
purpose, such as data analysis, alerting and visualization.
The firm coordinates what each party sees, but they can still collaborate in the same environment.
HighQ helps 123 Asset Management sign documents electronically.
All the documents pertaining to a particular lease end up in the same, dedicated folders within HighQ.
Now the firm has easy insight into the status of each agreement.
123 Asset Management’s use of the Berkeley Publisher demonstrates only one of the many possible uses of this
software: document management and automation. Berkeley Publisher is what we call an expert system—an
automated piece of expertise available anytime users need analysis. In the asset management case, a piece of
real estate and contract law.
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Another

use

of

expert

systems

is

to

help

automate

complex

compliance

checks

for

new

EU

regulation such as the MiFID II in the financial sector or the GDPR, which affects all online data traffic.
Publisher enables firms and corporate legal departments to develop applications tailored to their clients’
specific compliance needs. For example, a large bank may want to inform its clients, branches, and
departments of GDPR regulation and check their compliance. The same example holds for a corporate
general counsel. If in-house attorneys develop checklists for everyone to use, they would save costly
hours

coordinating

compliance

across

each

department

and

branch

individually.

What’s more, integrating with HighQ makes it easier to keep track of it all.

With Berkeley Bridge, you develop the applications;
with HighQ, you deliver the complete secure environment to
collaborate with your clients.
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About Berkeley Bridge

Contact

Berkeley Bridge believes that the existing knowledge

Curious about what we can do for your organization?

& experience in organizations is the most important

Please feel free to contact us for advice on how we can

precondition for success. The effective use of all

help you achieve your goals.

information available allows organizations to
optimize processes and to serve customers better.

Zuidpoolsingel 12
2408 ZE

Berkeley Bridge has been supporting organizations for over fifteen years by advising them and

Alphen aan den Rijn (NL)

inspiring them in terms of knowledge systems.

+31 172 - 51 51 46

We provide solutions for designing, managing, and

info@berkeleybridge.nl

sharing knowledge in, inter alia, the legal domain,
in health care, for the government, and in many
other sectors. We do so with a team of
enthusiastic knowledge experts and experienced
developers from our office in Alphen aan den Rijn.

